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Preface

The Pioneer anomaly is a small, unmodeled radial acceleration that appeared in

the trajectories of both Pioneer 10 and 11 in the direction towards the sun, with a

magnitude of roughly 8× 10−8 cm/s2. In this thesis, I will discuss several suggested

explanations for the anomaly, and test these possibilities using a Java simulation of

the satellite’s orbit. In my investigation, I will focus on forces affecting the spacecraft

(not those affecting the signal, such as clock acceleration) and will consider both

internal (thermal recoil, gas leak) and external (solar wind, interplanetary dust, non-

Newtonian gravity) sources of unmodeled forces.

In my first chapter, I will give an overview of the anomaly, how it first appeared,

and the properties of the spacecraft. In the second chapter I will discuss at greater

length the physics behind the theories that I will be testing in my program. Namely,

interplanetary dust as a source of drag, the thermal recoil force, and two different

theories of adjusted gravity, modified Newtonian mechanics (MOND) and scalar-

tensor-vector gravity (STVG). In my third chapter, I will briefly explain my program,

including a test case to determine its accuracy, and discuss the results of the program

in regards to the implications for the possible causes of the anomaly.

Besides interplanetary dust drag, which was several orders of magnitude too small,

all three of the remaining theories were large enough that they could reasonably

account for the anomaly. Futhermore, when the MOND and STVG theories were

tested on the orbit of the Earth, the MOND theory demonstrated a difference of just

one cm per year, too small to rule it out as a viable theory. However, when STVG

was tested, the Earth could not remain in a stable orbit and was ejected after a single

orbit. While it is not certain whether this is entirely a problem with the theory or

with the program, however, it seems to indicate that a STVG force large enough to

cause the anomaly would perturb the orbits of the outer planets.
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INVESTIGATING THE ORIGIN OF THE PIONEER ANOMALY THROUGH

JAVA COMPUTER MODELING
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ABSTRACT

Analysis of the radio tracking data of Pioneers 10 and 11 over the last 30 years has

indicated a small unmodeled acceleration of 8.74± 1.33× 10−8 cm/s2 that is directed

towards the sun. This acceleration appears between 20 and 70 AU. Recent data has

indicated that the acceleration may be decreasing with time at a rate of 2 × 10−11

m/s2/yr and that it is consistent with a thermal recoil force caused by the Pioneer’s

onboard electrical systems. In this thesis I review the history of the anomaly and the

various mechanisms proposed to explain it. I test several of these possibilities in a

Java computer simulation and conclude that, while one of the gravitational theories

produces a force large enough to account for the anomaly, it appears to be inconsis-

tent with the orbits of the planets, and that the best explanation for the anomaly

is most likely a thermal recoil force produced by the onboard systems, however, a

MOND gravity force cannot be ruled out by this study.

Dr. George Ruppeiner

Division of Natural Sciences
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1 The Pioneer Anomaly

1.1 The Pioneer Missions

On March 3rd 1972, the Pioneer 10 spacecraft was launched from Cape Canaveral on a

mission to Jupiter. On December 3rd 1973 it passed by Callisto, Europa, Ganymede,

and Io, before completing its fly-by around Jupiter on December 4th, taking measure-

ments of its magnetic field, radiation belts, atmosphere, and interior, as well as taking

stunning pictures of the planet and its moons; such as the images of Jupiter in Figure

1 [1]. From there, it continued on a hyperbolic orbit close to the plane of the ecliptic

into the outer solar system, demonstrated in Figure 2. In all this time, relatively

few maneuvers were made on the spacecraft that would change its trajectory1 and it

continued sending back scientific and telemetry data to Earth until 2003.

On April 6th 1973, Pioneer 10 was followed by Pioneer 11. Unlike its predecessor,

Pioneer 11 used a Jupiter flyby as a slingshot towards Saturn, where it took the first

ever close-up pictures of the planet’s upper atmosphere. Like Pioneer 10, it passed by

many of the moons of Jupiter, and many more moons of Saturn, on its path toward

the planet. Pioneer 11 finished its flyby of Saturn on September 1st 1979, where it

reached escape velocity from the solar system and followed a hyperbolic orbit close

to the plane of the ecliptic to the opposite side of the sun as Pioneer 10. The last

trajectory adjustment of Pioneer 11 was on May 26th 1976 and the last signal was

received in November 1995.

The Pioneer crafts were designed to last. They had a required minimum lifespan

of three years, and a hope that they would survive at least seven. As it happened,

Pioneer 10 continued to send a signal for almost 30 years. The main power source

on board Pioneer 10 and Pioneer 11 was a set of four radioisotope thermoelectric

1Only four maneuvers were made that seriously altered the Pioneer’s trajectory; one on March
7th, and one on March 24th, 1972, both to correct rocket injection errors and set the craft back on
a straight course towards Jupiter, and two more to set Pioneer 10 up for an experiment involving Io
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Figure 1: Images of Jupiter, taken by Pioneer 10

Figure 2: Trajectories of Pioneer 11 and Pioneer 10 from above the plane of the
ecliptic. Both crafts are now more than 80 AU away from the sun, well beyond the
orbit of Neptune (37 AU).

generators (RTGs) mounted on an extension boom. Their primary source of fuel was

Plutonium-238. Excess heat from the RTGs was vented into space via a set of six

heat-radiating fins. The Pioneer crafts held a number of scientific instruments2 and

a full communication system, with the antennae mounted along the centerline. The

Pioneers were roughly axially symmetric, with their three long booms each spaced

120◦ apart.

2For a full list, see Figure 3
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Figure 3: Design of the Pioneer spacecraft. The power source is on the end of a long
boom where the effects of its radiative heat are minimized.

The main difference between the Pioneers and the other crafts of their time was

that the Pioneers were spin-stabilized, meaning that they rotate about one axis, rather

than being stabilized across all three. This helps keep a steady orientation on the

other two axes and means that fewer maneuvers are required to right the spacecraft,

reducing the navigational noise. It is partially because of this that the velocities of the

Pioneers could be measured with such accuracy. Other, three axis stabilized crafts,

such as the Voyagers, required more maneuvers, which made precise calculation of

their accelerations difficult.

1.2 The Appearance of the Anomaly

The Navigational and tracking data of the Pioneers was handled by NASA’s Jet

Propulsion Lab (JPL). They used an S-Band Doppler signal to determine the velocity,
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position, and orientation of the Pioneers. In radio Doppler tracking, a signal is sent

to the Pioneers from Earth where it is coherently transponded and returned. The

change in frequency is carefully measured and used to determine the velocity of the

craft, by the formula [2]

∆f = fT ×
vR
c

(1)

where ∆f is the change in frequency, fT is the transmitted frequency, vR is the

recession velocity, and c is the speed of light.

It is also possible to determine the craft’s position from this Doppler data by

measuring the diurnal variation caused by the Earth’s rotation. Another way of

determining the craft’s velocity is to use ranging techniques. In ranging, a modulated

signal is sent to the spacecraft. The signal (which is received by the spacecraft, and

then re-transmitted) is then compared to a ground duplicate on Earth to give the

time delay. Since the ranging and Doppler data are independent of each other, they

can be used to check for frequency errors in the data.

To get the Doppler data, NASA used JPL’s Deep Space Network (DSN). There,

starting in 1976, when Pioneer 11 was still on its way to Saturn, they started to

take periodic trajectory data from the Pioneers to measure any unmodeled forces,

so they could put a limit on them for future navigational purposes. Their analysis

already included models of the effects of planetary perturbations, radiation pressure,

the interplanetary media, general relativity, and bias and drift in the Doppler signal,

as part of the modeled forces acting on the crafts.

As Figure 4 shows, the anomaly began showing up as early as 1976; however, it

wasn’t until the Pioneers reached a distance of 20AU from the sun that the anomaly

was first looked at as more than just a curiosity. Up until this point, solar pressure

from the sun far out-weighed the tiny anomaly. However, solar radiation pressure
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Figure 4: Early data showing the Pioneer unmodeled acceleration.

decreases as r−2, so at distances of over 20AU, its contribution to the Pioneer’s velocity

is a tiny acceleration directed away from the sun, less than 5.3× 10−8 cm/s2. Due to

the lack of external forces and the very few attitude adjustments needed to maintain

a signal with the Earth, this was the perfect time to begin a concentrated effort into

solving the anomaly. Much more accurate data was taken from the Pioneers from then

until they stopped transmitting. This was averaged and an unmodeled acceleration

of around 8× 10−8 cm/s2 was found.

In an effort to determine whether the anomaly was an error in the ODP (orbital

data program) navigational code or an actual force acting on the craft, the data from

the Pioneers was checked using another program called CHASMP. This program used

the same physical constants (masses of the planets, gravitational constant, etc.), but a

completely different algorithm to determine the velocity and position. If the error was

in the code, the CHASMP analysis should show no anomalous acceleration. However,

CHASMP also returned an unmodeled acceleration towards the sun, with a value of
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(8.65± 0.03)× 108, agreeing with ODP’s result3 [3].

The anomaly first became the subject of scientific interest in 1994 when it was

brought up in a conference on Low Energy Antiprotons, as an example of a phe-

nomenon that was unexplained by Newtonian Gravity. Not long after, NASA put

together the Pioneer Explorer Collaboration to investigate the anomaly. The Col-

laboration published their initial findings in 1998, giving a value for the unmodeled

acceleration of around 8.5 × 10−8 cm/s2 [3], later following up with a more detailed

analysis in 2002 [4]. In this later paper, data was taken from Pioneer 10 between 1987

and 1989, and Pioneer 11 between 1987 and 1991, and a final value of 8.74±1.33×10−8

cm/s2 was given, after all known systematics had been taken into account. While the

paper discussed many possible causes, it was their belief (and many others’) that the

Pioneer anomaly came from some systematic error caused by the data analysis, or

the spacecraft itself. However, until one was found, interest turned to more exotic

explanations and the prospect of new physics.

1.3 Possible Causes of the Pioneer Anomaly

There have been many possible causes given for the Pioneer Anomaly, from Solar

Wind to Dark Matter. However, most of the proposed causes fit into one of three

different categories:

1.3.1 Unknown Masses

The first type of explanation is that some previously unknown mass is applying a

regular, Newtonian gravity force on the Pioneers. Kuiper Belt objects were one

such suspect. These objects are far out beyond the orbit of Pluto and may exert

some small gravitational force on the Pioneer crafts. However, most estimates of

the Kuiper Belt’s mass put the acceleration contribution to the Pioneers at just a

3The difference CHASMP’s error is due to the fact that it used a batch least squares t over the
whole orbit, rather than looking for variations with different distances
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fraction of the known anomaly. Furthermore, a study into the effect of the Kuiper

Belt on the Pioneers showed that it did not account for their decrease in acceleration.

[5] Another suggestion is that ’Dark Matter’ (such as heavy neutrinos) in the form

of spherical halos around the sun could add the extra gravitational force needed.

However, the undisturbed orbits of Mars and Jupiter create a constraint on the size

of any gravitational force acting on the satellites, so it is questionable whether there

exists a gravitational solution large enough to account for the anomaly, but small

enough not to affect the orbits of the outer planets [6].

1.3.2 Drag Forces

Another type of explanation given is that there is some unknown medium causing

a drag force to be applied on the craft. Interplanetary dust is the main source of

drag considered. However, so far the known density of interplanetary dust at the

relevant distances is several orders of magnitude too small to account for the Pioneer’s

unmodeled acceleration [7].

Another, more exotic, kind of drag force involves a form of dark matter called

’mirror matter’ which could theoretically provide a drag force sufficiently large to

cause the anomaly [8]. This theory suggest that if a number of the order of 105

Hydrogen mirror particles were spread roughly evenly in a sphere of radius 100AU,

this could account for the anomalous acceleration. This would suggest a density of

mirror particles, much greater than their normal counter parts. While this model

may work, it would not be possible to prove without another mission to the outer

solar system.
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1.3.3 Non-Newtonian Gravity

Many theories have been put forward to answer the anomaly by suggesting changes

to the known model of gravity4 [9][10][12]. However, the largest problem with all of

them is that any such modification would show effects on other objects as far out

as the Pioneers, such as the outer planets and asteroids. Some theories have been

able to show evidence that their model fits with these other bodies, but many do not,

and there have been questions raised as to whether a gravitational solution to the

anomaly is even possible [6].

As well as these three types, there is another possible cause that has been pro-

posed. It was first was suggested in the Pioneer Collaboration’s first paper on the

anomaly. There they suggested that a clock acceleration of the form aP = atc, where

aP is the Pioneer acceleration, at is a clock acceleration, and c is the speed of light,

would explain the discrepancies in the Doppler data.

In addition, several proposals have been made for a new spacecraft to be sent into

the outer solar system with the sole purpose of investigating the anomaly [13]. This

would finally lay to rest the issue of whether it was a systematic error, whether there

were unknown masses in space, or whether the theory of Newtonian gravity needed

to be fixed. Several attempts were also made to confirm the anomaly with other,

existing spacecraft, however, for various reasons, none of these were successful5. It

was suggested that either the Cassini or the New Horizons spacecrafts could also be

used to investigate the anomaly [14][15]. However, in the end, no such mission was

ever necessary.

4Higher-order corrections to the Newtonian potential, scalartensor extension to the standard
gravitational model, interaction of the spacecraft with a long-range scalar field coupled to gravity,
and an inverse time dependence for the gravitational constant G are just a few.

5The Voyagers were not spin stabilized, while data from the Galileo and Ulysses was compromised
by Solar wind and malfunctions of the attitude control systems [14].
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1.4 Pioneer Anomaly Resolved?

For many years, the anomaly remained unsolved. Many explanations were proposed,

but none seemed to conclusively fit the data. However, in 2011, new data was compiled

that showed that the anomaly might in fact be decreasing slightly with time, instead

of constant as originally thought [17]. This new data was taken over a period twice

as long as before and showed that the acceleration was decaying temporally at a rate

of 2 × 10−11 m/s2/yr. This discovery opened the door for previously disregarded

theories, including many of the early systematic explanations, to be reexamined.

One of these was the idea that the thermal decay of the RTGs might be the cause

of the anomaly. This theory was originally dismissed, in part, because it predicted

a small, slightly decreasing acceleration. In 2012, Turyshev et al. [16] published a

paper that finally explained the anomaly. In it, they modeled a thermal recoil force

to fit both the Pioneer data and their own independent models of the spacecraft’s

heat emission. They found no statistically significant difference between the two

results, and furthermore, they found that once the thermal recoil force was taken

into account, there was no anomalous acceleration remaining. This has become the

accepted solution to the anomaly.

It seems now that the most likely explanation for the Pioneer Anomaly is anisotropic

radiation (that is, radiation that is not symmetric in all directions) from their on-

board equipment. In this thesis, I will use a Java simulation to examine this theory

along with several of the earlier explanations and compare the results of these models

to the known data.
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Figure 5: Demonstration of Kepler’s first and second laws. The two segments, taking
equal times, would have equal area. By Kepler’s first law, one of the two foci must
be the sun.

2 Modeling Orbits

2.1 Orbital Mechanics

The behavior of planetary motion is most concisely described by Kepler’s three laws

[18];

1. All planets move in elliptical orbits, with the sun at one focus.

2. A line that connects a planet to the sun sweeps out equal areas in equal times.

3. The square of the period of any planet is proportional to the cube of the

semimajor axis of its orbit,

T 2 = ka3, (2)

where T is the period, a is the semimajor axis, and k is a constant that is the same

for any satellite orbiting a given mass center.

While these laws were first deduced by Kepler from observing the motion of the

planets around the sun, they apply to the orbits of other satellites as well. They can

be used to track satellites in orbit and predict the motion of spacecraft.

”Kepler’s Problem” refers to a system of two particles under a central inverse

square force. In this case, the central force acting is the force of gravity

10



Figure 6: dθ of a particle in motion. Taken from [18].

~FG =
−GMm

r2
r̂, (3)

where G is the gravitational constant 6.67× 10−11 m3 kg−1 s−2, M is the larger mass

(in this case, the sun), r is the distance between the two particles, and m is the mass

of the orbiting body. The equation of a particle moving under the influence of such

a force, is given by [18]

θ(r) =

∫
(L/r2)dr√

2µ
(
E + k

r
− L2

2µr2

) + constant, (4)

where L is the angular momentum, µ = mM/(m+M) is the reduced mass, E is the

energy, and k is a constant, GMm. The solution, for a choice of origin such that r is

minimum when θ = 0, is

cos θ =

(
L2

µk
· 1

r
− 1

)
1√

1 + 2EL2

µk2

. (5)

If we define constants:

ε =

√
1 +

2EL2

µk2
, (6)
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Figure 7: Examples of the four types of orbits, with their eccentricities.

α =
L2

µk
, (7)

this simplifies to

α

r
= 1 + ε cos θ, (8)

which is the equation for a conic section, where ε is the eccentricity and 2α is called

the latus rectum of the orbit. When 0 < ε < 1, this yields Kepler’s first law.

The eccentricity can be used to determine the shape of the orbit, as shown in

Figure 5. The relationship between eccentricity, energy, and angular momentum can

tell us something about a satellite’s energy from its orbit. Namely, that the energy,

the shape, and the eccentricity of the orbit are connected as below:

E = Vmin Circle ε = 0

Vmin < E < 0 Ellipse 0 < ε < 1

E = 0 Parabola ε = 1

E > 0 Hyperbola ε > 1

12



where E is the total energy, ε is the eccentricity, and

Vmin =
−µk2

2L2
, (9)

where µ is the reduced mass, k is GMm, and L is the angular momentum. Vmin is

the least energy a body can have and remain in a stable orbit.

In a circular orbit, gravity is the force that provides the centripetal acceleration

of bodies in orbit around the sun,

~FC =
−mv2

r
r̂ = −mr4π2

T 2
r̂, (10)

where v is the velocity of the satellite, m is its mass, r is the distance from the sun,

and the second expression is given in terms of the period of one rotation T . Both the

force and the acceleration are directed inward, towards the sun.

Setting this equal to equation (3) and putting everything in terms of AU and

years, this gives a value for GM (called the standard gravitational parameter) of 4π2.

This equation can also be for velocity to give an expression for the speed of a satellite

in a circular orbit

v =

√
MG

r
. (11)

This equation holds only for motion in a circular orbit. For an elliptical orbit,

motion is more complicated. To get the velocity, first consider two points, one at

apogee and the other at perigee. The total energy of the satellite is equal to the sum

of its potential and kinetic energies;

ET = EG + EK =
−GMm

r
+

1

2
mv2 (12)
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Since energy is conserved, this quantity must be the same throughout the satellite’s

orbit, so

−GMm

r1
+

1

2
mv21 =

−GMm

r2
+

1

2
mv22 (13)

which is true for any two points in an orbit. Canceling out the common factor, m,

gives,

v21
2
− v22

2
=
GM

r1
− GM

r2
. (14)

Since the velocity vectors are perpendicular to the direction of Force at aphelion and

perihelion, conservation of angular momentum tells us that v1r1 = v2r2 and

1

2

(
r22 − r21
r22

)
v21 =

GM

r1
− GM

r2
. (15)

Putting this back into equation (13) and recalling that r1 + r2 = 2a (when r1 and r2

are the points at perihelion and aphelion),

E1 = GM

(
2a− r1

2ar1

)
− GM

r1
= −GM

2a
, (16)

so, by conservation of energy, for any point on the orbit

v2

2
− GM

r
= −GM

2a
, (17)

and the velocity can be written,

v2 = GM

(
2

r
− 1

a

)
, (18)

where v is the velocity, GM is the standard gravitational parameter, r is the distance

14



between the two bodies, and a is the semimajor axis. This is called the Vis Viva

equation [19], and while this derivation is for an elliptical orbit, the equation holds

for all kinds of orbits, including hyperbolic.

For a satellite to escape the solar system and continue on a hyperbolic trajectory,

it must have total energy that is larger than zero6.

The escape velocity from the sun (which is approximately the escape velocity of

our solar system, at large r) is, in AU/year,

vescape =

√
2GM

r
= 8.886

√
1

r
, (19)

where M is the mass of the sun, G is the gravitational constant, and r is the distance

to the satellite. If a satellite is not close to a planet (r is large) and its velocity exceeds

this escape velocity, it will leave the solar system on a hyperbolic path.

2.2 Additional Conventional Forces

2.2.1 Interplanetary Dust Drag

Because orbital problems take place in the near perfect vacuum of space, drag forces

can sometimes be neglected. However, when measuring the tiny accelerations needed

for tracking satellites, types of drag such as interplanetary dust and solar wind begin

to have a significant effect on the satellite’s acceleration.

The form of an acceleration due to a drag force of any kind of interplanetary

medium is

~ad(~r) = −Kdρ(~r) v2s
A

m
v̂, (20)

where Kd is the effective reflection/absorption/transmission coefficient of the surface

6If the satellite’s total kinetic and potential energy is equal to zero, it will escape from the solar
system on a parabolic trajectory, which is the most energy-efficient escape course.
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being hit (where Kd is 1 for absorption, 2 for reflection, and 0 for transmittance of

the dust), ρ(r) is the density of the medium, vs is the relative velocity of the craft to

the medium, A is the cross-sectional area of the surface being hit, and m is the mass

of the spacecraft [20]. A drag will always produce a force in the direction opposite to

~v.

Models of the arrangement and amount of interplanetary dust vary greatly. How-

ever, there is a general consensus that it must have a rough density [23]

ρIPD < 10−24 g/cm3.

2.2.2 Thermal Recoil Force

In addition to these external forces there can be several forces internal to the space-

craft that may affect its acceleration.

One such force is the thermal recoil force, which is caused by the heat given off

by on-board systems. The thermal recoil force is,

F (t) = −2

3

1

c

∫
~q dA (21)

where c is the speed of light, ~q is the heat flux, ~q = −k~∇T , and dA is a surface

element of the emitter’s exterior [24]. As long as the radiant intensity on the exterior

surface and the geometry of the emitter are known, the thermal recoil force can be

calculated [25].

For a given direction, this force gives an acceleration of [16]

ath = η

(
Q

mc

)
, (22)

where Q =
∫
~q dA is the thermal power, m is the mass of the satellite, c is the speed of

light, and η is a dimensionless constant called the ”efficiency factor”, which depends

on the geometry and orientation of the heat emitting object.
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Figure 8: (a) A single heat-emitting surface element which is integrated over for the
total radiative heat. (b) If the heat emitted is symmetrical in all directions, the
acceleration terms will sum to zero.

If a satellite is emitting heat symmetrically in all directions, the thermal recoil

force should not affect the trajectory. However, even very small differences in the

amount of heat being radiated in different directions may affect the satellite’s accel-

eration.

2.3 New Theories of Gravity

2.3.1 Modified Newtonian Dynamics

One modification to the theory of gravity is known as ’Modified Newtonian Dynamics’,

or MOND. This theory makes a correction to Newton’s second law, F = ma, by

making the assumption that the inertia of an object does not depend directly on its

acceleration, but rather some more general function of it [26],

F = µ(a/a0)ma (23)
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where a0 is a fundamental acceleration, similar to c, and µ is a function such that

µ(x) = 1 when x >> 1, and µ(x) = x when x << 1. The function µ is left unspecified

[27].

Given a0 << GM/r2, and taking µ to be µ(x) = 1+ξx−1, the modified acceleration

would be

~a = −
(
GM

r2
+ ξa0

)
r̂. (24)

Since the exact form or µ is left unspecified, any value of ξ can be chosen.

2.3.2 Scalar-Tensor-Vector Theory

Another proposed alteration to Newtonian gravity, called the scalar-tensor vector

gravity theory. This theory suggests a change in form of the gravitational constant,

G, to a non-constant function [11],

G(r) = G0

(
1 +

√
M0

M

[
1− exp(−r/r0)

(
1 +

r

r0

)])
(25)

where G0 is the regular gravitational constant, M is the mass of the large body, r

is the distance between them, M0 is a coupling constant, and r0 is the range of the

force. The new acceleration is then,

~a =
−G(r)M

r2
r̂. (26)

Writing r0 as a function, λ(r), and
√
M0/M as α(r), this gives a general form of

the acceleration,

~a(r) = −GM
r2

[
1 + α(r)(1− exp(−r/λ(r))

(
1 +

r

λ(r)

)]
r̂, (27)
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where G is the regular gravitational constant, M is the mass of the large body, r is

the distance between them, and α(r) and λ(r) are functions to be solved for [10].
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3 The Pioneer Simulation in Java

3.1 The Program

In order to increase the speed of the program and reduce the difficulty of the problem,

I have made several simplifications in my consideration of the problem. Firstly, for

simplicity, the only objects I consider are the Pioneer spacecraft and the Sun. I do

not include the gravitational pull of the planets, which would be small compared to

the pull of the Sun7. In addition, the mass of the Sun is 7.9564 × 1027 times more

massive than the Pioneers, so the reduced mass can be approximated as the Sun’s

mass. Finally, I neglected any deviation from the plane and considered only the 2D

problem, with x and y components of velocity (but no z).

For convenience, my program will be run in astronomical units of AU, years, and

Solar Masses, where GM = 4π2. This necessitates several changes of units between

the constants found in the literature before they are input into the program. Such

changes of units will be outlined below.

The program I used was a modified version of the ’Planet’ and ’PlanetApp’ pro-

grams available from opensourcephsyics8 [21]. The program implements ’Abstract-

Simulation’, a class that controls the animation and implements the abstract method

”dostep()”. An array ’states’ is initialized with values of x0, vx0, y0, vy0, t, x, vx, y,

and vy, where x0, vx0, y0, and vy0 are the components of position and velocity with no

additional forces, and x, vx, y, and vy are the velocity and position with an additional

force applied. A second array ’rates’, gives their rate of change in time.

After each time step, the new ’state’ array is calculated from the old state array

using the ’rates’, with a fourth-order Runge-Kutta algorithm. Given a some function

v = v(u) and an ODE, dv/du = f(u, v), the fourth order Runge Kutta algorithm

7For example, at 30AU, the acceleration caused by the Earth’s pull on the Pioneer is, at most,
1.4099× 10−7 AU/yr2, while the Sun’s is 0.04386 AU/yr2

8The opensourcephysics library can be downloaded by anyone from:
http://www.opensourcephysics.org/
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(sometimes called RK4) is [22];

k1 = hf(un, vn) (28)

k2 = hf(un +
1

2
h, vn +

1

2
k1) (29)

k3 = hf(un +
1

2
h, vn +

1

2
k2) (30)

k4 = hf(un + h, vn + k3) (31)

vn+1 = vn +
1

6
k1 +

1

3
k2 +

1

3
k3 +

1

6
k4 +O(h5) (32)

where h is the interval step, and O(x) is a Landau symbol9.

These values are then appended to three graphs where the data is stored and dis-

played. The first graph shows the animation of the satellite’s movement. The second

graph shows the velocity with respect to time, and the third graph shows the simu-

lated speed subtracted from the ”modeled” speed. The program will first be run with

no additional forces besides Newton’s gravity force. I will call this the ”modeled”

acceleration and it will be used as a baseline with which to compare the others.

A full outline of the program is given below:

Pioneer

Import the opensourcephysics library frames

Create a new class Pioneer that uses methods in ODE
Initialize force
Initialize GM to four pi squared
Initialize array state with nine variables: (x, vx, y, vy, t, xnew, vxnew, ynew, vynew)
Create new object odeSolver from ODESolver using RK4 method
Create new graph frame1 from PlotFrame

9If φ(x) or φ(n) are positive functions and f(x) and f(n) are any functions, where n is an integer
and x is some variable, then if f = O(φ), then |f | < Aφ for some constant A and any values of n
and x
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Create new graph frame2 from PlotFrame

Define a function dostep
When dostep is called,
Call step in odeSolver
Set speed to the absolute value of the velocity
Set speednew to the absolute value of the new velocity
Plot speed against time in frame1
Plot speednew against time in frame1
Plot the difference between speed and speednew against time in frame2

Define a function Initialize
When Initialize is called with an array input
Copy the input array to the array state
Call initialize(getstepSize) in odeSolver

Define a function chooseForce
When chooseForce is called with input ’forcenum’
Set force to forcenum

Define a function getRate
When getRate is called with input arrays state and rate,
Set r to the square root of x squared plus y squared
Initialize additional force terms Accx and Accy to zero
Set the values of Accx and Accy depending on the value of ’force’
Set the rate of x to vx
Set the rate of vx to GMx divided by r cubed
Set the rate of y to vy
Set the rate of vy to GMy divided by r cubed
Set the rate of xnew to vxnew
Set the rate of vxnew Accx
Set the rate of ynew to vynew
Set the rate of vynew Accy

Define function getState
When getState is called
Return the array state

PioneerApp

Import the opensourcephysics libraries controls and frames

Create a new class PioneerApp that uses methods in AbstractSimulation
Create a new graph frame3 from Plotframe
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Create a new object satellite from Pioneer

Define a function Dostep
When Dostep is called by command window, or AbstractSimulation
Call dostep in satellite
Graph x and y position every 50 steps
Tell graph to display the time
Every 100 steps; Print the velocity x and y components and the time

Define function Initialize
When Initialize is called by the command window
Get step size from odeSolver
Set x, y, vx, vy, and forcenum from user inputs
Call Initialize in satellite with initial values: (x, vx, y, vy, 0, x, vx, y, vy)
Call chooseForce with input forcenum
Set message in frame3 to t = 0

Define function Reset
When reset is called by the command window
Reset all values in control window to defaults

Call Initialize

The exact Java code used is given in Appendix I.

3.2 Test Program- Orbit of the Earth around the Sun

In order to test the accuracy of my program, I first used it to model a known example;
the orbit of the Earth around the Sun. Using a slight alteration to the code, outlined
below,

Define a function Dostep in EarthApp
When Dostep is called by command window, or AbstractSimulation,
Call dostep in pioneer par Tell graph to display the time
Set energy to half of the speed squared plus four pi squared divided by r
If the position has changed in sign since the previous step,
Set distance equal to value of x when y is zero using quadratic interpolation
Set time equal to value of t when y is zero using quadratic interpolation
Keep track of the number of orbits

Print the number of orbits, time, distance, and the energy

I used the program to calculate the modeled period of the orbit and distance from

the sun, and then compared these to the known length of a year and the perihelion
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Figure 9: Earth test case at the beginning and after several orbits. The direction of
the initial velocity vector is indicated with an arrow. The Sun is at the origin.

and aphelion distances of the Earth. I initially set the Earth at perihelion (a distance

of 0.983747AU) so that all of the initial velocity is in the y direction. Using values

from NASAs website [28] and equation (17), this gives the initial velocity of the Earth

at perihelion to be 6.386193 AU/yr, in a direction shown in Figure 9.

The program was run over ten orbital periods, with various sizes of time step.

I had the program print out the time, the distance, and the energy every time the

simulated planet crosses the x axis.

The approximate time and position where y = 0 were determined using a quadratic

interpolation method to determine the point of crossing

x =

(
y1y2

(y0 − y1)(y0 − y2)

)
x0 +

(
y0y2

(y1 − y0)(y1 − y2)

)
x1 +

(
y0y1

(y2 − y0)(y2 − y1)

)
x2.

(33)

The time given by the program for ten orbits should be exactly ten years. The

perihelion distance and the energy should not change. The perihelion distance after

10 orbits, in AU, the time, in years, and the difference in energy between the first and
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tenth orbits are shown in Table 1, along with the percentage error from the expected

results.

Table 1: Results of Earth Test
dt Perihelion Distance Error (∆d/d0) Time Error (∆t/t0)

10−1 N/A10 N/A N/A N/A
10−2 0.9837455 1.5377 ×10−6 10.00019512 1.95118 ×10−5

10−3 0.9837470 1.1414 ×10−11 10.00019511 1.95110 ×10−5

10−4 0.9837470 4.5707 ×10−14 10.00021132 2.11317 ×10−5

10−5 0.9837470 4.7851 ×10−14 10.00019166 1.91664 ×10−5

10−6 N/A11 N/A N/A N/A

dt Energy Difference Error (∆E/E0)

10−1 N/A N/A
10−2 3.065 ×10−5 1.55259× 10−6

10−3 3.062 ×10−10 1.55126× 10−11

10−4 1.002 ×10−12 5.07558× 10−14

10−5 7.994 ×10−13 4.04967 ×10−14

10−6 N/A N/A

While the size of dt does not change the error of the time, there is a clear increase

in accuracy with decreasing time step in the calculation of position, which levels off at

dt = 10−4. At this point, increasing the time step no longer significantly increases the

accuracy, however, the time taken to complete the simulation continues to increase.

Therefore, in order to maximize for both accuracy and time, I will use a time step of

dt = 10−4 in all future simulations, unless otherwise stated.

3.3 Pioneer Results

To check the functionality of the program, it was first run without any additional

force terms, and the energy was plotted.

The initial velocity was found using a shooting method. Taking two points

(x1, y1, t1) and (x2, y2, t2) from Figure 2, I used trial and error to first guessed an
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initial velocity, check the position at time t = t2, and adjust the initial velocty until

the second point was reached with reasonable accuracy.

Figure 10 shows the Pioneer’s orbit and energy before any force terms are added

to Newton’s gravity, while Table 2 below shows the energy and position at 5 different

points in time, in astronomical units,

Table 2: Position and Energy of Pioneer

Time Energy x position y position Distance from Sun

5 3.423944 48.373 25.960 50.950
10 3.423944 62.471 23.530 65.172
15 3.423944 76.340 21.071 79.195
20 3.423944 90.055 18.568 93.079
25 3.423944 103.659 15.997 106.861

The energy remains constant up to 13 significant figures and is positive, which

shows that the object is in a hyperbolic orbit and that the program is running cor-

rectly. The position is taken to be the ’expected’ path of the Pioneers, and the fol-

lowing simulations will be compared to this to determine how far they have deviated

’off course’.

The actual anomaly was found to be 5.82 ± 0.89 × 10−6 AU/yr2, with velocities

like those shown in Figure 11.

3.3.1 Interplanetary Dust Drag

For the density of interplanetary dust, I used a value of ρ = 10−24 g/cm3 which is,

in Astronomical units, 1.68 × 10−18 Solar Masses/AU3. The coefficient was 2 for

reflection. Assuming the largest possible incident surface area, from Figure 12, this

would give a value A = 13.5m = 9.024 × 10−11 AU. The mass of the satellite (after

fuel usage) is 250 kg, or 1.256× 10−28 Solar Masses [7].

Using these constants, I ran the simulation with an additional force term propor-

tional to v2 in the direction opposite the velocity.
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Figure 10: Energy of the Pioneer with no additional force term added. In astronomical
units.

The simulated velocities are plotted in Figure 13 below. The red line (not seen

here) is the velocity of the satellite with no force acting on it besides Newtonian

gravity. The green line shows the velocity with the addition of the ’extra’ force. In

this case, the difference in velocities was too small to differentiate between the two

lines. Figure 14 shows the difference between the velocities, plotted against time,

which I shall call the ”unmodeled” velocity. This gives an unmodeled acceleration on
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Figure 11: The observed Doppler velocities of the Pioneer Anomaly.

the order of 10−10 AU/yr2, much smaller than our considerations. As Table 3 shows,

interplanetary dust accounts for only a small deviation from the predicted course,

much smaller than those reported for the actual Pioneers.

Table 3: Position after the Inclusion of Planetary Dust

Time (years) Dist. from Sun (AU) Difference (AU) Difference (km) /year

5 50.9499 -1.0750 ×10−8 -1.6081 -0.32162
10 65.1718 -3.4848 ×10−8 -5.2132 -0.52132
15 79.1945 -7.2899 ×10−8 -10.9055 -0.72703
20 93.0786 -1.3763 ×10−7 -20.5889 -1.02944
25 106.8606 -2.1357 ×10−7 -31.9492 -1.27797

3.3.2 Thermal Recoil Force

For the Thermal Recoil force I consider two sources of heat, the radiothermal gen-

erators, which are located on the ends of the long booms, and the main electrical
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Figure 12: Geometry of the Pioneers.

systems, which are on the central panel of the spacecraft. For the thermal power

in the electrical systems, I use the deficit between the electrical power drawn and

the power used, as given by [16]. For the RTGs, I use the decay of Pu238, from the

equation,

QRTG(t) = [2−(t−t0)/τ ]QRTG(t0), (34)

where QRTG is the thermal power of the RTGs, t is the time, τ is the half life of Pu238,

t0 is some initial time, and QRTG(t0) is the power at t0.
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Figure 13: The velocities in the case where no additional force was added (in red)
and the case where an additional drag force due to interplanetary dust is applied (in
green). All times are in years and all velocities in AU/yr.

Figure 14: The relative velocity between the system with no force added and the
system with an additional dust drag. In years and AU/year.

For the values of η in Equation (21), [16] suggested values of η = 0.0406, for the

electrical systems, and η = 0.0104, for the RTGs.

The power is given in units of Watts, which is J/s or kg m2/s3. To convert this

to astronomical units, then, the conversion factor is,

1W = (kg)(m)2/(s)3 = 7.0594× 10−31(Solar Masses)(AU)2/(year)3. (35)
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Figure 15: Unmodeled velocity of the system with an additional thermal recoil force.
In years and AU/years.

Figure 15 shows the unmodeled velocity, which gives an acceleration of around −2.8×

10−6 AU/yr2. This is within a factor of 2 of the known Pioneer anomaly. Table 4 shows

that the modeled satellite travelled around 1000 km less per year than predicted,

starting at 30AU, increasing by roughly 1000 km every five years, showing a roughly

constant acceleration.

Table 4: Position after the Inclusion of Thermal Recoil
Time (years) Dist. from Sun (AU) Difference (AU) Difference (km) /year

5 50.9499 -3.64112 ×10−5 -5447 -1089.4
10 65.1718 -1.44039 ×10−4 -21548 -2154.8
15 79.1945 -3.20537 ×10−4 -47952 -3196.8
20 93.0786 -5.63528 ×10−4 -84303 -4215.1
25 106.8606 -8.70596 ×10−4 -130239 -5209.6

3.3.3 MOND

Because ξ in equation (24) can be any constant, a value can be chosen such that the

magnitude of this acceleration is the same as that of the anomaly. For a transition

radius of, a0 = 6.8×10−10 m/s2 = 4.5266×10−6 AU/yr2 [26], we can choose a constant

ξ = 1.286 to ’fit’ the anomaly. Figure 16 shows the relative velocity with time, and
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Figure 16: Unmodeled velocity of the system with a MOND gravity force. In years
and AU/years.

Table 5 shows the distance travelled and the distance off course, both of which are

consistent with the anomaly, as expected.

Table 5: Position after the Inclusion of a MOND gravity force

Time (years) Dist. from Sun (AU) Difference (AU) Difference (km) /year

5 50.9498 -3.64112 ×10−5 -5447 -1089.4
10 65.1717 -1.44039 ×10−4 -21548 -2154.8
15 79.1942 -3.20537 ×10−4 -47952 -3196.8
20 93.0781 -5.63528 ×10−4 -84303 -4215.1
25 106.8597 -8.70596 ×10−4 -130239 -5209.6

In order to test the validity of the theory, I reran the EarthTest program with

this additional force added, to see if there was a measurable change in the planet’s

orbit. I found that over ten years, the perihelion distance deviated from the known

value by 7.170× 10−13 AU after 10 years (as opposed to the regular accuracy of the

program at dt = 10−4, of 4.50 ×10−14 AU). This works out as 0.107 m over ten years,

or roughly 1 cm per year. Compared to all the forces acting on the Earth, this is not

a significant contribution and not enough to rule out a MOND gravity force as the
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Figure 17: Unmodeled velocity of the system with a scalar-tensor-vector modified
gravity. In years and AU/years.

cause of the Pioneer anomaly.

3.3.4 STVG

Table 6: Position after the Inclusion of a STVG force
Time (years) Dist. from Sun (AU) Difference (AU) Difference (km) /year

5 50.9499 -2.76909 ×10−3 -41425 -8285
10 65.1719 -1.02992 ×10−3 -154074 -15407
15 79.1945 -2.17502 ×10−3 -325002 -21667
20 93.0786 -3.64362 ×10−3 -545078 -27254
25 106.8606 -5.39769 ×10−3 -807483 -32299

The acceleration caused by STVG is given by equation (27). The literature ([10])

suggests the use of the equations

α(r) = αinf (1− exp(−r/rbar))b/2 (36)

λ(r) = λinf (1− exp(−r/rbar))b (37)

for µ(r) and λ(r), and the constants:
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Figure 18: (a) Simulation of the Earth’s orbit, with added STVG force. (b) Energy
of orbit with STVG added. Both were run with a time step 10−5

αinf = 10−3, λinf = 47AU,

rbar = 4.6 AU, b = 4.0,

would work for the anomaly.

Using these values in the simulation gave an acceleration of around 1.83 × 10−5

AU/yr2. The unmodeled velocity is plotted in Figure 17. Table 6 shows the deviation

from expected distance of the Pioneer, which is somewhat large in this case. However,

it is still on the right order of magnitude to explain the anomaly.

However, as Figure 18 shows, when the STVG force was applied to the Earth, it

had a dramatic effect on the planet, forcing it out of orbit. To try to account for

program error as the cause of this, I increased the timestep to 10−5, but the same

thing occurred. It is still possible that this is an issue with the program, but this

would seem to indicate that a SVTG force of this size is not consistent with the known

orbits of the planets.
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4 Conclusion

The magnitude of the Pioneer anomaly was found by [4] to be 8.74 ± 1.33 × 10−8

cm/s2, which is 5.82 ± 0.89 × 10−6 AU/yr2. The Pioneers travelled thousands of

kilometers less than predicted, decreasing with time as consistent with a (nearly)

constant acceleration.

Interplanetary dust did not provide a large enough acceleration to explain the

anomaly, being several orders of magnitude too small, and STVG, while large enough,

did not fit with the orbits of the planets. However, both the thermal recoil force and

the MOND gravity force were of the right size and form to account for this anomaly.

Furthermore, the MOND gravity force seemed to be consistent with the orbits of the

planets, at least in the case of the Earth. Therefore, I was not able to rule it out as

a possible cause of the anomaly.

However, if the Pioneer anomaly is proven to be caused entirely by a thermal recoil

force, as many suspect it is, this would have a significant impact on both MOND and

SVTG theories of gravity (and indeed many others), providing only further proof

against these theories and perhaps the final nail in the coffin of alternate gravity

theories.

None of my simulated results gave an acceleration that was exactly the value of

the Pioneer anomaly, however, this was to be expected, as there are many small forces

and effects acting on the spacecraft that I did not take into account. At best, these

simulations give an order-of-magnitude idea of which of the proposed explanations

are reasonable to explain the anomaly. At the very least, it demonstrates the ability

to simulate a problem such as this using a fairly simple program.

Further improvements to the program could improve the accuracy of the sim-

ulations. With more work, I believe it is possible to get the program to where it

is accurate enough to calculate the size of the Pioneer anomaly exactly from these

effects. If it were run on larger, faster computers, a more accurate method of differ-
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entiating could be used with a smaller time step and more effects, such as the pull

of the outer planets, could be considered. In the future, the same programs that I’ve

used to analyze the Pioneer anomaly could be applied to other astronomical problems

with only small alterations.
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Pioneer.java

1 //Implements various methods from opensource physics libraries 

2 import org.opensourcephysics.frames.PlotFrame;

3 import org.opensourcephysics.numerics.*;

4

5 //This class creates an object 'satellite' 

6 public class Pioneer implements ODE { //Drawable, 

7 // GM defined in units of (AU)^3/(yr)^2

8 final static double GM = 4*Math.PI*Math.PI;   

9 double[] state = new double[9];    // {x,vx,y,vy,t,x2,vx2,y2,vy2}

10 ODESolver odeSolver = new RK4(this); // creates numerical method

11 PlotFrame frame1 = new PlotFrame("t", "v", "Speed vs. Time"); //creates graphs for speed and 

time

12 PlotFrame frame2 = new PlotFrame("t", "v", "Relative Speed vs. Time"); 

13 PlotFrame frame3 = new PlotFrame("t", "E", "Energy vs. Time");  

14 double force;

15 double j = 0;

16

17 //Steps the differential equation and appends data to curve.

18

19 public void doStep() {

20   odeSolver.step();                   // advances time

21   double speed = Math.sqrt(state[1]*state[1]+state[3]*state[3]);

22   double speednew = Math.sqrt(state[6]*state[6]+state[8]*state[8]);

23   double r = Math.sqrt((state[0]*state[0])+(state[2]*state[2]));

24   j = j+1;

25   if (j == 50){

26 frame1.append(0, state[4], speed);

27 frame1.append(1, state[4], speednew);

28   frame2.append(0, state[4], speednew - speed);

29   frame3.append(0, state[4], 0.5*speed*speed - GM/r); //Appends the energy

30   j = 0;

31   }

32 }

33

34 //Initializes the satellite's position, velocity, and time.

35  

36 void initialize(double[] initState) {

37   System.arraycopy(initState, 0, state, 0, initState.length);

38   // reinitializes the solver in case the solver accesses data from previous steps

39   odeSolver.initialize(odeSolver.getStepSize());

40 }

41

42 //Passes in variable force number from PioneerApp control window

43

44 void chooseForce(double forcenum) {

45  force = forcenum;

46 }

47

48 //Gets the rate using the given state. Additional force term added depending on value of 

'force' variable

49

50 public void getRate(double[] state, double[] rate) {

51   // state[]: x, vx, y, vy, t, xnew, vxnew, ynew, vynew

52 double Accx = 0;  //Force additions in x, y components

53 double Accy = 0;

54 double v2new = (state[6]*state[6])+(state[8]*state[8]);

55  double r2 = (state[0]*state[0])+(state[2]*state[2]); // r squared
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56 double r2new = (state[5]*state[5])+(state[7]*state[7]); 

57  double r3 = r2*Math.sqrt(r2);                        // r cubed

58  double r3new = r2new*Math.sqrt(r2new);

59 if (force == 1){  //Interplanetary Dust Drag

60 double b = 8.02*Math.pow(10,-11);

61 Accx = (-GM*state[5])/r3new - b*v2new*state[6]/Math.sqrt(v2new);

62 Accy = (-GM*state[7])/r3new - b*v2new*state[8]/Math.sqrt(v2new);

63 }

64 if (force == 2){  //Thermal Recoil Force

65 double mc = 2.647*Math.pow(10,-18); 

66 Accx = (-GM*state[5])/r3new - (0.406*(2.343764*Math.pow(10,-26)/mc) + 0.0144*

(Math.pow(2,(-(14+state[4])/87.74))*(6.042643*Math.pow(10,-22))/mc)*state[5]/Math.sqrt(r2new));

67 Accy = (-GM*state[7])/r3new - (0.406*(2.343764*Math.pow(10,-26)/mc) + 0.0144*

(Math.pow(2,(-(14+state[4])/87.74))*(6.042643*Math.pow(10,-22))/mc)*state[7]/Math.sqrt(r2new));

68 }

69 if (force == 3){  //MOND Force

70 double xi = 5.82*Math.pow(10,-6);

71 Accx = -GM*state[5]/r3new - xi*state[5]/(Math.sqrt(r2new));

72 Accy = -GM*state[7]/r3new - xi*state[7]/(Math.sqrt(r2new));

73 }

74 if (force == 4){ //STVT Force term

75 double rbar = 4.6;

76 double alpha = Math.pow(10,-3)*Math.pow((1 - Math.exp(-Math.sqrt(r2new)/rbar)),2);

77 double lamda = 47*Math.pow((1 - Math.exp(-Math.sqrt(r2new)/rbar)),4);

78 Accx = ((-GM*state[5])/r3new)*(1 + alpha*(1 - Math.exp(-state[5]/lamda))*(1 + 

(state[5]/lamda)));

79 Accy = ((-GM*state[7])/r3new)*(1 + alpha*(1 - Math.exp(-state[7]/lamda))*(1 + 

(state[7]/lamda)));

80 }

81

82   rate[0] = state[1];          // x rate

83   rate[1] = (-GM*state[0])/r3; // vx rate

84   rate[2] = state[3];          // y rate

85   rate[3] = (-GM*state[2])/r3; // vy rate

86   rate[4] = 1;    // time rate

87   rate[5] = state[6];  //new x rate with additional force

88   rate[6] = Accx;    //vx rate with new force

89   rate[7] = state[8];  //new y rate with additional force

90   rate[8] = Accy;  //vy rate with new force

91 }

92

93 //Gets the state

94

95 public double[] getState() { 

96 return state;

97 }

98 }

99
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1 //Implements various methods from opensourcephysics libraries 

2 import org.opensourcephysics.controls.*;

3 import org.opensourcephysics.frames.*;

4

5 //This class creates the simulation using the object 'satellite'

6 public class PioneerApp extends AbstractSimulation {

7 PlotFrame frame3 = new PlotFrame("x (AU)", "y (AU)", "Pioneer Simulation"); 

8 Pioneer satellite = new Pioneer();  //creates a new satellite object

9 double j = 0;

10 int h = 0;

11

12 // Constructs the PioneerApp.

13

14 public PioneerApp() {

15 }

16

17 // Steps the time.

18

19 public void doStep() {

20  for(int i = 0;i<5;i++) { // does 5 steps between screen draws

21 satellite.doStep();  // advances time

22  }

23

24  // Every hundred steps, prints the velocity and the time

25  

26  h = h+1;

27 if (h == 100){

28 System.out.println("vx is "+satellite.state[6]+" vy is "+satellite.state[8]+" x is 

"+satellite.state[5]+" y is "+satellite.state[7]+" time is "+satellite.state[4]);

29 System.out.println("modeled vx is "+satellite.state[1]+" vy is "+satellite.state[3]+" x is 

"+satellite.state[0]+" y is "+satellite.state[2]+" time is "+satellite.state[4]);

30 System.out.println();

31  frame3.append(0, satellite.state[0], satellite.state[2]);

32  frame3.append(1, satellite.state[5], satellite.state[7]);

33  frame3.setMessage("t = "+decimalFormat.format(satellite.state[4]));

34 h = 0;

35 }

36 }

37

38 // Gets initial position and velocities from control window

39

40 public void initialize() {

41  satellite.odeSolver.setStepSize(control.getDouble("dt"));

42  double x = control.getDouble("x");

43  double vx = control.getDouble("vx");

44  double y = control.getDouble("y");

45  double vy = control.getDouble("vy");

46  double forcenum = control.getDouble("force"); //Determines which force to use

47  // Creates an array to use as an argument in Pioneer

48  satellite.initialize(new double[] {x, vx, y, vy, 0, x, vx, y, vy});

49  satellite.chooseForce(forcenum);

50  frame3.setMessage("t = 0");

51 }

52

53 //Resets animation to a predefined state.

54

55 public void reset() {
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56 control.setValue("x", 33.9);

57 control.setValue("vx", 2.95);

58 control.setValue("y", 13.3);

59 control.setValue("vy", 0.56);

60 control.setValue("dt", 0.0001);

61  control.setValue("force", 1);

62  initialize();

63 }

64

65 // Starts Java application

66

67 public static void main(String[] args) {

68  SimulationControl.createApp(new PioneerApp());

69 }

70 }

71
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1 package org.opensourcephysics.sip.ch05;

2

3 import java.awt.*;

4 import org.opensourcephysics.display.*;

5 import org.opensourcephysics.frames.PlotFrame;

6 import org.opensourcephysics.numerics.*;

7

8 public class Earth implements Drawable, ODE {

9   // GM in units of (AU)^3/(yr)^2

10   final static double GM = 4*Math.PI*Math.PI;

11   Circle circle = new Circle();

12   Trail trail = new Trail();

13   double[] state = new double[5];  // {x,vx,y,vy,t,x2,vx2,y2,vy2}

14   ODESolver odeSolver = new RK4(this); // creates numerical method

15   PlotFrame frame2 = new PlotFrame("t", "v", "Speed vs. Time");

16   PlotFrame frame3 = new PlotFrame("t", "E", "Energy vs. Time");  

17   double firstx = 0; //define variables to store points for interpolation

18   double firsty = 0;

19   double firstt = 0;

20   double secondx = 0; 

21   double secondy = 0;

22   double secondt = 0;

23   double i = 0;

24

25   //Steps the differential equation and appends data to curve.

26   

27   public void doStep() {

28  odeSolver.step();  // advances time

29  trail.addPoint(state[0], state[2]); // x,y

30  double speed = Math.sqrt(state[1]*state[1]+state[3]*state[3]);

31  double r = Math.sqrt((state[0]*state[0])+(state[2]*state[2]));

32  i = i+1;

33  if (i == 10){    // draws to graphs every ten steps

34 frame2.append(0, state[4], speed);

35 frame3.append(0, state[4], 0.5*speed*speed - GM/r); //Appends the energy

36 i = 0;

37  }

38   }

39

40   //Initializes the planet's position, velocity, and time.

41   

42   void initialize(double[] initState) {

43  System.arraycopy(initState, 0, state, 0, initState.length);

44  // reinitializes the solver in case the solver accesses data from previous steps

45  odeSolver.initialize(odeSolver.getStepSize());

46  trail.clear();

47   }

48

49   //Gets the rate from the array 

50

51   public void getRate(double[] state, double[] rate) {

52  final double r2 = (state[0]*state[0])+(state[2]*state[2]); // r squared

53  double r3 = r2*Math.sqrt(r2);    // r cubed

54  rate[0] = state[1];          // x rate

55  rate[1] = (-GM*state[0])/r3; // vx rate

56  rate[2] = state[3];          // y rate

57  rate[3] = (-GM*state[2])/r3; // vy rate
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58  rate[4] = 1;  // time rate

59   }

60

61   //Returns the state

62

63   public double[] getState() {

64 secondx = firstx; //Saves last two previous values into variables

65 secondy = firsty;

66 secondt = firstt;

67 firstx = state[0];

68 firsty = state[2];

69 firstt = state[4];

70 return state;

71   }

72

73   //Draws the planet and its path.

74

75   public void draw(DrawingPanel panel, Graphics g) {

76  circle.setXY(state[0], state[2]);

77  circle.draw(panel, g);

78  trail.draw(panel, g);

79   }

80 }

81
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1 package org.opensourcephysics.sip.ch05;

2 import org.opensourcephysics.controls.*;

3 import org.opensourcephysics.frames.*;

4

5 //This class creates the simulation using the object 'planet'

6

7 public class EarthApp extends AbstractSimulation {

8   PlotFrame frame = new PlotFrame("x (AU)", "y (AU)", "Planet Simulation");

9   Earth planet = new Earth();

10   double j = 0;

11   double dist; //quadratic interpolated value for x

12   double orbitx; //quadratic interpolated value for time

13

14  //Constructs the PlanetApp.

15

16   public EarthApp() {

17  frame.addDrawable(planet);

18  frame.setPreferredMinMax(-10, 10, -10, 10);

19  frame.setSquareAspect(true);

20   }

21

22 //Steps the time.

23

24   public void doStep() {

25  for(int i = 0;i<5;i++) { // do 5 steps between screen draws

26  planet.doStep();  // advances time

27 // determines if axis has been crossed

28  if (planet.state[2]*planet.firsty< 0){

29 //finds the x and t points of crossing by quadratic interpolation

30  dist = (planet.secondy*planet.firsty/((planet.state[2]-planet.firsty)*

(planet.state[2]-planet.secondy)))*planet.state[0] + (planet.secondy*planet.state[2]/

((planet.firsty-planet.state[2])*(planet.firsty-planet.secondy)))*planet.firstx + 

(planet.state[2]*planet.firsty/((planet.secondy-planet.firsty)*

(planet.secondy-planet.state[2])))*planet.secondx;

31  orbitx = (planet.secondy*planet.firsty/((planet.state[2]-planet.firsty)*

(planet.state[2]-planet.secondy)))*planet.state[4] + (planet.secondy*planet.state[2]/

((planet.firsty-planet.state[2])*(planet.firsty-planet.secondy)))*planet.firstt + 

(planet.state[2]*planet.firsty/((planet.secondy-planet.firsty)*

(planet.secondy-planet.state[2])))*planet.secondt;

32  j = j+1; //tracks number of orbits

33 // prints the results

34  System.out.println("for orbit "+j/2+" time is "+orbitx+", r is "+dist+" with 

quadratic interpolation");

35 System.out.println("for orbit "+j/2+" time is "+orbitx2+", r is "+dist2+" with linear 

interpolation");

36 // displays time on graph

37  frame.setMessage("t = "+decimalFormat.format(planet.state[4]));

38 // calculates and prints the energy

39  double speed = Math.sqrt(planet.state[1]*planet.state[1]+planet.state[3]

*planet.state[3]);

40  double r = Math.sqrt((planet.state[0]*planet.state[0])+(planet.state[2]

*planet.state[2]));

41    double E = 0.5*speed*speed - 4*Math.PI*Math.PI/r;

42  System.out.println("Energy is "+E);

43  }

44  }

45  }
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46

47 // initializes array from control input

48

49   public void initialize() {

50  planet.odeSolver.setStepSize(control.getDouble("dt"));

51  double x = control.getDouble("x");

52  double vx = control.getDouble("vx");

53  double y = control.getDouble("y");

54  double vy = control.getDouble("vy");

55  planet.initialize(new double[] {x, vx, y, vy, 0});

56  frame.setMessage("t = 0");

57  frame.setPreferredMinMax(-1.5, 1.5, -1.5, 1.5);

58  j = 0; //resets number of orbits

59

60   }

61

62 // resets control values to default

63

64   public void reset() {

65  control.setValue("x", 0.983747);

66  control.setValue("vx", 0);

67  control.setValue("y", 0);

68  control.setValue("vy", 6.386193);

69  control.setValue("dt", 0.000001);

70  initialize();

71

72   }

73

74 // creates the main function

75

76   public static void main(String[] args) {

77  SimulationControl.createApp(new EarthApp());

78   }

79 }

80
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